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Thank you for the kind introduction, Dr. Ashtekar, and I’d like to welcome all of 

you to Penn State University for this extraordinary event celebrating the Centennial of 

Albert Einstein’s discovery of General Relativity. 

 

Penn State began in 1855 as The Farmers High School, so as you might expect 

the institution has developed many values, imperatives and traditions in the past 160 

years. Among Penn State’s imperatives, certainly, is an intense and ever-growing focus 

on the value of and need for scientific discovery. 

 

So, I think it’s quite appropriate and meaningful that the Penn State Institute for 

Gravitation and the Cosmos is hosting this conference focused on one of the most—if 

not THE most—important scientific discoveries in history.  

Penn State’s Eberly College of Science, the International Society on General Relativity 

and Gravitation and the American Physical Society also are sponsors of this event. 
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Thanks go to all involved for bringing this substantial research-focused conference to 

fruition. 

 

Einstein once said that, “I have no special talent. I am only passionately curious.” 

Nevertheless, his discovery of General Relativity is widely considered the greatest 

intellectual achievement by a single scientist. 

 

Now, 100 years later, with conference participants traveling here from 25 

countries on 5 continents, it’s clear that there remains a strong desire among scholars 

worldwide to continue to share knowledge, ideas and the promise of meaningful 

discovery as they relate to general relativity. During this conference, you are discussing 

the current status of the field in broad terms, as well as future directions. It’s exciting 

that the Future Perspectives Sessions includes topics ranging from “Future 

Technologies in Gravitational Wave Science” to “Gravity Meets the Quantum.” 

Several authors featured in a Centennial volume on General Relativity and 

Gravitation—which I understand will released today—are also plenary speakers at this 

conference, so you’re in fine company, learning from the best minds in this vital field.  

 

This conference also offers ample time for informal discussions and social 

interactions beyond the formal sessions, during which you can engage with and learn 

from each other. It’s a tremendous opportunity for collaborative learning and shared 

discovery.  
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The concept of “discovery” is quite resonant with me, personally and 

professionally. In case you couldn’t tell from my accent, I originally hail from New 

Zealand, and I came to California about 35 years ago. It was a transformative time in 

my life, with many friends and colleagues around the world with whom I could engage, 

and numerous educational and professional opportunities I could pursue.  

 

Jeff Bezos, the CEO of Amazon, once said, “There will always be serendipity 

involved in discovery,” and that certainly has been true for me.  

While blazing new trails—some by chance, others purposefully—I learned, experienced 

and discovered so many things about myself and my place in the world. I recall my time 

at Caltech in the early 1980s when Voyager 1 and 2 were up in space, snapping 

pictures of Saturn. I and many others adorned our offices with those spectacular 

images. That was our solar system, but now we know—thanks to the work of smart, 

innately curious people such as you in astronomy and other scientific disciplines—that 

we have much more to explore and discover on and beyond Earth. 

 

Never could I have imagined, though, that three decades after leaving New 

Zealand I would be the Executive Vice President and Provost at Penn State, one of the 

world’s best-known research universities that makes discovery part of its mission.  

 

You just never know. 
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And isn’t that the essence of discovery—you just never know? Einstein said, 

“The important thing is not to stop questioning. Curiosity has its own reason for 

existing.” Simply put, you just never know what you may discover. 

 

The studies you are undertaking, and your quest for knowledge about things 

many people can’t even fathom or articulate, will continue to lead to future discoveries—

and engender that spirit of curiosity and wonder in individuals for generations to come. 

While you’re here, ensure that networking with your peers is part of the experience. I 

know firsthand how the people you connect with in life—or in your career—can 

influence and impact your future in unexpected ways, and that discoveries often are 

communicated and proliferated through the connections between people. 

 

Ever since Penn State’s first President, Evan Pugh, discovered in 1857 that 

plants take nitrogen from the soil and not from the air, this University’s blend of 

distinguished faculty, inspired students, and research infrastructure has led to some 

incredible discoveries.  

 

The science and flight operations for NASA’s Swift Satellite are controlled by 

Mission Operations Center at University Park. Our Applied Research Lab is a vital 

leader in undersea defense systems and other defense-related technologies.  

And our Materials Research Lab recently received a $15 million grant from the National 

Science Foundation to continue its research on materials at the nanoscale. 
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Perhaps you heard about Cecilia McGough, a Penn State undergraduate in the 

Schreyer Honors College, who was credited with the co-discovery of a new pulsar after 

considerable research funded by the National Science Foundation. This impressive find 

will help astronomers better understand how binary neutron star systems form and 

evolve. Cecelia, who will eventually earn her degree in Penn State’s Eberly College of 

Science, is co-author of a scientific paper about the pulsar discovery and its implications 

that will appear in the Astrophysical Journal. 

 

Yes, we’re big on discovery at Penn State; in fact, we thrive on it. The university 

is in the midst of developing its new, university-wide strategic plan, and we’ve identified 

six institutional values critical to Penn State’s mission: Integrity, Respect, Responsibility, 

Excellence, Community, and—you guessed it—Discovery. Among our goals is 

establishing Penn State as a leader in discovery and innovation. Hosting conferences 

like this one supports that goal. 

 

Can I brag on Penn State for a moment? In 2010, the National Research Council 

ranked Penn State's Department of Physics the 13th-best Ph.D. program in the United 

States, up from 55th in the organization’s prior rankings. We’re definitely making great 

strides, and hosting research-oriented conferences like this one reflects that fact, too. 

 

Participation in research at any level instills critical thinking; delivers life lessons 

about commitment, follow-through and teamwork; and highlights potential career 

pathways and other opportunities. It’s life-changing.   
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I arrived at Penn State in the summer of 2013 from Johns Hopkins University in 

Baltimore, and I’ve found that Penn State is a special place, with enormous energy, 

pride, commitment, passion, and academic excellence. I’m very pleased that my 

daughter is enrolled at Penn State and part of this learning environment.  

This is a large campus – but I’ve found it to be a warm, welcoming community with vast 

opportunities for students. I am excited to be here, and I hope you are, too.  

 

In closing, I want to thank Dr. Ashtekar, Eberly Professor of Physics, for inviting 

me to speak during this event. I believe passionately in the value of discovery, and that 

includes Penn State’s commitment to leadership and ongoing study related to Einstein’s 

theory of General Relativity and its impact on our ever-changing world.   

 

Blues music legend B.B. King, who passed away last month, once said that, “The 

beautiful thing about learning is that no one can take it away from you.” Please keep in 

mind his words as you take advantage of the learning opportunities this conference will 

deliver. 

 

Incidentally, B.B. King also sang, “The Thrill Is Gone,” but he was not intending to 

apply that message to learning and discovery! 

 

Einstein once said, “To raise new questions, new possibilities, to regard old 

problems from a new angle, requires creative imagination and marks real advance in 

science.” That’s what this event is all about. 
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It’s a privilege to have you here to learn and share your paths to discovery. I wish 

you much success and hope you enjoy your experiences during this conference and at 

Penn State.   

 

Thank you.  
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